
The aerospace aftermarket supply chain 
community, including airlines, OEMs, 
airframers, MROs and others have long used 
ATA Spec 2000 standard messages to exchange 
e-commerce documents related to their supply 
chain business transactions.  Buyers need to 
issue purchase orders, while sellers need to 
issue shipping notices and invoices. 

To support the MRO community’s messaging requirements, SITA 
has continuously enhanced its suite of products and services 
dedicated to air transport industry (ATI) messaging. We are 
your single access point to reliably connect and collaborate with 
the largest community of industry professionals using a fully 
managed service - today and in the future. 

SKYFORM ONLINE 
SkyForm Online is an end-to-end managed service for the 
quick and simple exchange of commercial information between 
buyers and sellers of aircraft spare parts and is fully compliant 
with the Spec 2000 XML industry standard for electronic 
trading. In addition to its XML capabilities, SkyForm Online can 
access SITA’s Spec 2000 message transformation service when 
messages need to be exchanged with legacy Spec 2000 users. 
SkyForm Online users can connect with the widest possible 
Spec 2000 trading community. 
Having evolved from the original SkyForm desktop solution, 
SkyForm Online is taking messaging efficiency to a new level by 
enabling workflow management. It provides a user-friendly and 
streamlined workflow, automatically copying important data 
from one form to another. Quotes from suppliers can easily be 
converted to orders. Orders from customers can just as easily 
be converted to shipping notices and then invoices. All this can 
be done without having to complete time-consuming forms 
from scratch.

FAST, EASY AND 
COST-EFFECTIVE TRADING
With SKYFORM Online you can:

• Trade electronically over SITA’s global community. 

•  Transact with any trading partners that use Spec 2000 
compliant applications for order administration and 
invoicing transactions – whether XML or legacy based. 

•  Increase efficiency as all messages are exchanged in an 
industry standardized syntax. 

SkyForm Online is available as an addon to SITATEX Online, 
the leading browser-based operational mail application 
designed specifically for the air transport industry.

SkyForm Online – 
The Simple 
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ABOUT SITA
SITA is the world’s leading specialist in air transport 
communications and IT solutions. SITA delivers and manages 
business solutions for airline, airport, GDS, government and 
other customers over the world’s most extensive network, 
which forms the communications backbone of the global air 
transport industry. For more information please visit us on 
the web at: www.sita.aero

WITH SITATEX ONLINE, YOU GET: 
•  A highly intuitive layout that both new and existing 

customers will find easy to use.

•  Flexibility for an increasingly mobile workforce, 
including a responsive design and full optimization 
for touch screen devices.

•  An intelligent operational messaging solution, with an 
emphasis on simplicity, security and performance.


